This concept emphasizes the continuity of the geometric form and water theme from the Village Plaza and Village Green. The high-quality play and seating space will be an inviting public place where people gather and play. The ground-oriented water channel will allow playful use of the flow of water next to the play space. The fenced off-leash dog park will serve the increasing needs of dog owners by offering a safe and enjoyable environment for both dogs and dog owners.
Belle Isle Park
Civic + Contemporary (Concept 1 Ultimate Scenario)
This concept focuses on natural and organic form of the park while offering a variety of diverse and engaging play opportunities. Varied topography will create visually and physically interesting space next to the flexible open field and play area with a potential of incorporating it with play environment.
Belle Isle Park
Natural + Playful (Concept 2 Ultimate Scenario)
Belle Isle Park
Concept 1 & 2 - Interim Scenario

CONCEPT 1 - INTERIM SCENARIO  SCALE 1:250

CONCEPT 2 - INTERIM SCENARIO  SCALE 1:250
Belle Isle Park
Edge Conditions

CONCEPT 1 CROSS-SECTION PLAN VIEW SCALE 1:75

CROSS-SECTION A-A': WEST OF PARK
CONCEPT 1 & 2 SCALE 1:75

CONCEPT 1 CROSS-SECTION PLAN VIEW SCALE 1:75

CONCEPT 2 CROSS-SECTION PLAN VIEW SCALE 1:75

CONCEPT 2 - CROSS-SECTION PLAN VIEW SCALE 1:75

PRECEDENTS OF LANEWAY CONDITION (CROSS-SECTION C-C')

PRECEDENTS OF EDGE CONDITION: RESIDENTIAL & PARK (CROSS-SECTION A-A')
Types of Play

Providing a range of play opportunities

**CREATIVE**
- Art and Crafts
- Tables
- Covered Spaces

**FANTASY**
- Dramatic Play
- Symbolic Play
- Water
- Sand
- Vegetation
- Play Props

**NATURE**
- Water
- Stone
- Vegetation
- *Wild Play*

**SOCIAL**
- Gathering Spaces for Small to Large Groups
- Play Features that Encourage Interaction

**ACTIVE**
- Physical Play
- Large, Open Spaces

**OPTIMAL ADJACENCIES**